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Bivariate stable distributions are defined as those having a domain of attrac- 
tion, where vectors are used for normalization. These distributions are identified 
and their domains of attraction are given in a number of equivalent forms. In one 
case, marginal convergence implies joint convergence. A bivariate optional 
stopping property is given. Applications to bivariate random walk are suggested. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose {Yn = (YA”, YA2’), n > l} are independent, identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random vectors in AZ, and S, = Cz, Yi . I f  there exist a, > 0, b, E R2 
such that 
(S;'/u:', Sf)/af') - b, z- X(l), (1.1) 
we call the distribution of X(1) stable and say that the distribution of Yr is 
in the domain of attraction of the distribution of X(1). 
The case where u,” = UC’ is considered by Rvaceva [23] and Sakovich 
[24]. Klosowka [ 171, and Kuelbs and Mandrekar [ 181 study sums of Hilbert 
space valued random variables where each component has the same normaliza- 
tion. Other general notions of stability have been studied by Sharpe [26], 
Michalicek [20, 211 and Schmidt [25]. Hahn and Klass [14] give domain of 
attraction conditions for the multivariate normal with matrix normalization. 
Our definition (l.l), which allows the scaling to differ in the two coordinate 
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directions but does not involve rotations, is appropriate for such objects as 
multivariate random walks, cf. Greenwood and Shaked [12, 131. In Section 6 
we discuss applications of our results to problems associated with random 
walks. 
A multivariate convergence-to-types argument (see Geffroy [8, p. 341) shows 
that X(1) is infinitely divisible and hence X(1) can be embedded in a Levy 
process X = (X(t), t 2 0). Particularizing the convergence to types argument 
to the marginal convergence of (1.1) shows that X has the property 
(x(ut), t > 0) ZL {P@)(t) + /3&z), .1’YY(2)(t) + &,(u), t > 0) (1.2) 
for all a > 0, where 0 < OCR , “z < 2 and p(a) is a non-random function 
specified by the marginals. 
In Section 2 we discuss the class of all possible limits in (I .l). From (1.2) 
come functional equations which give the Levy measure of X. 
In Section 4, necessary and sufficient criteria are given for domain of attraction 
and functional limit behavior. Define for t 2 0, 
Then (1.1) is equivalent to 
(1.1’) 
where the convergence is in D2 = D[O, co) x D[O, co). Weak convergence 
notation and usage are as in Billingsley [l] except that * denotes weak con- 
vergence. A focus on (1.1’) rather than on (1.1) often allows use of structural 
considerations instead of characteristic functions. To check the equivalence 
of (1.1’) and (1.1) note that X(.) is stochastically continuous so that the map 
x(e) --f x(1) from D2 to R2 is a.s. continuous. That (1.1’) implies (1.1) follows 
from the continuous mapping theorem. If (1.1) holds, the finite dimensional 
distributions of Z, converge as in Billingsley [l, p. 691. For each marginal 
sequence, convergence of the finite dimensional distributions implies a functional 
limit theorem in D. (See Billingsley [I], Skorohod [27], and Proposition 1 
in Section 2 below.) Tightness of the corresponding sequence of marginal 
processes {ZCi’( .) n > l> follows, and from [l, Exercise 6, p. 411 we conclude 
that {Z,( *)} i”s tight and (1.1’) holds. 
In Section 5 we show that stopping a random walk at a stopping time with 
finite expectation preserves the domain-of-attraction criteria found in Section 4. 
This is a partial multivariate extension of a similar result for random walk 
in Rl of Greenwood and Monroe [ll]. Here we use a method similar to one 
of Durrett and Resnick [4]. 
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2. THE LIMITS 
Those infinitely divisible distributions which may occur as limits in (l.l), 
(1.1’) are identified here by their characteristic exponents, with considerable 
help from Rvaceva [23] and Levy [19]. An alternate approach would be to 
extract Theorem 1 from more general results of Sharpe [26]. The process X 
in (1.1’) and (1.2) is th e independent sum of a multidimensional Wiener com- 
ponent and a jump component. In the marginal stable processes the Wiener 
and jump components are not both non-degenerate. There are the following 
possibilities in (1.2): 
(i) (a1 , a2) = (Z2). 
(ii) (01~ , zs) = (01,2) or (2, a) where 0 < OL < 2. 
(iii) O<q<2,i=1,2. 
In case (i) both marginal processes are Wiener processes and X, having 
continuous paths, is a Wiener process in R2. The Levy measure is zero. In 
case (ii), one marginal process is Wiener but the other is not. That this entails 
independence of the marginal processes is shown by the following simple 
argument: The limit process X must be a Levy process and hence of the form 
W(t) + J(t) where W is a Wiener process in R2, J is a Levy process in R2 
without Wiener component and W and J are independent. For the (ar, 2) case 
we must have X1(t) = Jr(t), X2(t) = WI(t). Only in case (iii) will further 
analysis be necessary to obtain the form of the joint distributions of X. 
Suppose first that 0~~ = 01~ = OL E (0,2), cf. Levy [19], Rvaceva [23], de Haan 
and Resnick [3]. For a > 0, 
X(a*) Gt d’aX(*) + P(a). 
If v is the Levy measure of X, and A E B(R2 - {0}), 
m(A) = v(a”‘“A). (2-l) 
For A of the polar form A = {x: / x 1 > Y, d(x) E H} where Y > 0, HE 
@P> 294, ami (I x I> et x 1) are P 1 o ar coordinates of x, let M(Y, H) = v(A). Then 
aM(r, H) = M(u+Y, H). 
Setting Y = 1 and changing variables, we have 
M(Y, H) = r--Q(H), (2.2) 
where S(H) = M(1, H) is a finite measure on [0,27r]. 
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If OLr .# (~a , define the transformation TX = ((sign x1)1 x1 Ir@l, (sign ~a)~ xa j1’u2). 
From (1.2), for A E &‘(R2 - {0}), 
or equivalently 
av(A) = ~((d”“‘x, , a-“%,): x E A), 
av 0 T(((sign x,)1 x1 In1, (sign x2)/ x2 la,): x E A} 
= v 0 T{u-l((sign x1)1 x1 jal, (sign x2)] x2 l”z): x E A}. 
On R2 - (0) the measure S = v 0 T satisfies 
a?(.) = qa-’ *). 
By the argument applied to (2.1), i; has the form 
3(x: j x 1 > Y, e(x) E II) = r-es(H). (2.3) 
We summarize. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (1.1’) holds. Then (1.2) holds and gives the parameters 
of the possible limits X. 
(i) I f  (CQ , a2) = (2,2) then X = W, a Wiener process on R2. 
(ii) I f  (aI , a2) = (a, 2), 0 < a < 2, then X(t) = (X,(t), W(t)) where X, 
is a stable process of index a, independent of the Wiener process W. 
(iii) I f  0 < a1 , a2<2thenXhasL&measurevdej~dbyvor=i; 
where TX = ((sign x1)1 x1 I1/al, (sign x2)/ x2 I1/as) and v” is given by (2.3), S a 
jinite measure on [0,27r]. There is no Wiener component. 
3. PRELIMINARIES IN R1 
To facilitate discussion of cases (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1, where one or 
both marginal limits are normal, we review conditions equivalent to the central 
limit theorem in R1. If S,, = CF=, Yi , {Yi} independent and distributed like 
Yin Rf, and l(A) is the indicator function of a set A, the following are equiva- 
lent: (see e.g. Feller [6, XVII.5, 7’J). 
There exist a, > 0 such that &/a, * X(0, 1). 
EY21{l Y I 6 x} is slowly varying as x + co. 
$z xT(l Y 1 > x)/EY21{1 Y I < x} = 0. 
There exist a, -+ 00, a, N a,+r such that 
$5 n(E(Y/u,)2 l(l Y I < a,x) = 1 for all x > 0. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3-4) 
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That (3.5), below, is equivalent to (3.1)-(3.4) was used in the Introduction 
in showing (1. I) can be replaced by (I. 1’). Part of the proof follows an argument 
of Durrett and Resnick [4]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Each of (3.I)-(3.4) is efpierazmt to: 
there exist a, > 0 such that S[%.]/a, 3 W (3.5) 
in D[O, co), where W is standard Brownian motion. 
Proof. We need show only that (3.1) implies (3.5). Let E, 4 0 at a rate 
to be specified. Define 
u;~ = EYE,, K,(t) = SUP K: i 
I 
4j < t , 
j=l I 
Then 
W,(*) := C Tnj 3 W(‘) 
j=l 
in DIO, 00) (e.g. Freedman [7]) and 
S[n.l/a, = “I Faj + ‘5’ E 2 l{ ] Yj 1 < CI,E,} + ‘F Pm, . 
j=l j=l j=l 
Let &Jr) be any monotone function such that Cr$“(t)) X, = Cy’ X, . Then 
as anen ---f co, an =S 4, where 4(t) = t, (3.7) 
then W,, 04~ =r W, by Theorems 4.4 and 5.2 of Billingsley [l]. For (3.7) 
it suffices to see that for each t, CiEy 02,~ -+ t. Now 
N 3 EYr21{1 Yl I < Q,,}+ t 
by Feller [6, p. 3143, and (3.4) if uncn -+ co. 
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It remains to show that the last two terms of (3.6) converge uniformly to 0 
for t restricted to a compact interval which for convenience we take to be 
[0, I]. Then (3.5) follows from Billingsley [l, Theorem 4.11. To see that 
we write 
(3.8) 
(J (I yj I > %‘n) d @(I Yl I > an%). 
k-1 
From (3.3) and (3.4) or Feller [6, p. 578, Eq. 5.191 we have nP(j Yl I > a,~) + 0 
for each c > 0. It E, + 0 slowly enough nP(J Yl I > q,) --+ 0. 
Lastly 
= ;zsl [ntl ( E 2 10 Yl I > %A) (, since EY, = 0, 
G $ E I Yl I 10 Yl I > ~4. w 
From the relation 
fz XE I Yl I VI Yl I > ~)/EY,21(l Yr I < X} = 0, 
[6, p. 5791 and (3.4) we have for each E > 0 
ii f- E I Yl I l{[ Yr I > a,~) = 0. 
n 
By letting E, 4 0 slowly enough we can arrange that expression (3.9) goes to zero. 
4. DOMAINS OF ATTRACTION 
This section gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the distribution 
of the steps Y, for the convergence (I. 1’) to each of the three limits in Theo- 
rem 1. In what follows, whenever a marginal variable has finite expectation, 
we assume the variable to be centered at zero expectation. 
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One might hope for a set of equivalent conditions in R2 analogous to (3.1)- 
(3.4). Using normalization by matrices, Hahn and Klass [14] show that a 
condition like (3.3) holding uniformly for the projections Ye of Y on radial 
lines of angle 8, 0 < 8 < 7r, is equivalent to normal limit behavior in R2. 
If normalization is by diagonal matrices only, or, equivalently, by vectors 
as in (l.l), the special role played by the axes, 0 = 0, 7r/2, makes this kind 
of condition inapplicable. An example is given by Hahn and Klass. With vector 
normalization, a condition analogous to (3.4), statement (ii) in Theorem 2, 
below, is equivalent to normal limit behavior. 
If (1.1) is to hold with (01~ , txa) = (2, 2), as in case (i) of Theorem 1, for a 
given bivariate distribution of Y, each marginal distribution must satisfy the 
equivalent conditions (3.1)-(3.5). If so, sequences u!’ will be given by e.g. 
(3.4). We have from (3.4) that u:’ N 4:’ if and only if 
!!I E[(Yy2 l(1 Y(l) 1 < X)]/E[(Y’2’)2 l(1 Y(2) 1 < X)] = c, 0 < c < co. 
Rvaceva [23] considered this case. 
THEOREM 2. Let Y, = (Yhi’, YA2’) be a sequence of i.i.d. vectors in R2 such 
that the marginal distributions satisfy (3.1)-(3.4) The following are equivalent: 
(i) There exist vectors (a:), a:)) and a covariance matrix r such that 
s,, = (S;‘/a;‘, s$f) /a:‘) + N(0, I’) in R2 
(ii) There exist vectors (a:), ak2’) and a non-negative quadratic form Q(x), 
x E Ra (cmespnding to I’) such that if Yej = (Yj”/aF’, Yj’*‘/ar’), fat all c > 0 
4E I z . Y,, I2 10 Yn, I < 4 - E2@ . YnJ 1 (I Y,, I < 4) + Q(z), 
where 1 Y,l ) = (( YS))" + (Y$')y. 
(iii) There are a Wiener process W in R2 with Eeiz’w(t) = e&*(z)12 and 
vectors (at’, ~2’) such that in II2 
In case a(l) = a(‘) = a, , (ii) is equivalent to 
(iv) n The fhowitg conditions hold: 
t+& x2W Yl I > x)/E I Yl I2 l(1 Yi I d x) = 0 (4.1) 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is an example of that of (1.1) and 
(1.1’). The proof was indicated in the introduction. 
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To prove (i) equivalent to (ii) we use the Cramer-Wold device (Billingsley 
[I, p. 48-491) which tells us that (i) is equivalent to 
2 * %m z- z * W(1) in R1, for all z E R2, (4.3) 
where W(1) is i’V(0, Q(z)). F rom Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [lo, p. 1281, 
this is equivalent to 
ii nE I z ‘Y,, I2 I(1 z * Y,, I < c) - nE2(z * Y,J I(\ z . Ynl I < c) 
= Q(z), for all E > 0, and (4.4) 
pi nP(l 2 * Y,l I > e) = 0, for all E > 0. (4.5) 
Since each marginal distribution satisfies (3.1~(3.4), (4.5) always holds. We 
now show that the z can be removed from the indicators in (4.4). First of all 
we have 
I n{E I z . Y,, I2 l[l z - Yn, I G 61 - E I z * Yn, I2 111 L I < 41 
< nE I z * Y,, l”(l{l z * Y,, I < E, I Ynl I > 4 + lil z * Ynl I > 6) I Ynl I < 4) 
< a2P(I Y,, I > E) + n * 2c2 max(z,2, zz2) P(J 2 * Y,, I > c) --t 0, 
by (4.5) and the fact that from the definition of the norm (4.5) is equivalent to 
yl+i nP[I Y,, I > ij = 0 for all E > 0. (4.6) 
In a similar way, 
W2(z * Ynd l[l z . Y,I I < ~1 - E2(z . Yn1) l[l Y,al I < eI>+ 0 
for all E > 0 as n + co. 
Therefore (ii) and (4.4) are equivalent as required. 
To see that (ii) implies (iv) in the case up’ = ~8’ = a, note first that (4.4) 
is equivalent to 
$ {E I z * YI I2 VI z * Yl I < 4 - E2(z . Yl) l(1 z . Y1 I < USE)} --+ Q(z) 
and since 
EIz~Y,I~~(Iz~Y~I <a,4 +. 
E2(z * Y,)l(l z . Y1 I < a,~) 
(Feller, p. 314, Eq. 8.8) we have (4.4) equivalent to 
y$ E I z * Y, I2 I(1 z * Y, I < GE) + Q(z). (4.7) 
683/9/z-3 
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We remove the z from the indicator in (4.7) without disturbing convergence 
as shown after (4.5). Then set z = (0, 1) and (1,O) successively and add the 
results to obtain 
5 E I YI I2 ltl K I < ~4 -+ SW, 1) + Q(L 0) (4.8) 
which implies (4.1) as (3.4) implies (3.3). Together, (4.1) and (4.8) give (4.2). 
The converse is similar. 
In case (ii) of Theorem 1, one limiting marginal distribution is normal, 
the other stable with parameter 01 < 2. We show that in this case, marginal 
convergence implies joint convergence. That this is not true in case (i), where 
both limiting marginals are normal, is illustrated by Example 6 of Hahn and 
Klass [14]. In their example, in fact, each projection Y, , of Y on a ray of angle 0, 
may obey the central limit theorem whereas Y does not. A result related to 
the following theorem, showing independence of the limiting marginal distribu- 
tions, has been proved by Sharpe [26, p. 631. 
THEOREM 3. Let {Y,} = {(YF’, Yka’)} be i.i.d., S, = Cj”=, Yj . Let X,(s), 
W(e) be a stable process of index LY < 2 and a Brownian motion in RI. Suppose 
~8’ > 0, a:’ > 0, b, E R2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) In RI, S~‘/u~’ - bp’ 5 X,(l) and S~‘/U~’ 3 W(1). 
(ii) In R2, (St)/ap’ - b:‘, SF’/aF’ - bf’) has a limit distribution with 
stable Jirst marginal distribution and normal second marginal distribution. In 
this case th.e limit distribution is the product of its marginals. 
(iii) In 02, (,!$~).,/a~” - (*) bp’, Sf~,1/a~2’ - (e) bc’) =z- X = (X,(e), W(e)). 
Here, X, and W must be independent processes. 
Remark. The norming constants are determined from results in RI, e.g. 
Feller [6, p. 313-3151. Only if (Y = 1 is it necessary to take br’ # 0. In (ii) 
and (iii) we may assume b:’ = 0. 
Proof. It is enough to show (i) implies (iii). From (i) we get each marginal 
convergence in (iii) as described in the introduction. From these marginal 
convergences it follows that {Z,(o)} is tight in D2 (Billingsley [I, Exercise 6, 
p. 411). Pick a convergent subsequence and denote the limit by Z(*). The process 
Z is Levy and hence of the form W + J where W is a Wiener process, J is a 
Levy process without Wiener component, and W and J are independent. 
From the assumed marginal convergence we get also Z = (X, , W) so W = 
(0, W) and J = (X, , 0). Th’ is shows X, and W are independent and any 
convergent subsequence has this same limit. 
We now consider case (iii) of Theorem 1, where each marginal of the limit 
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distribution is stable with parameter <2. As previously, appropriate normalizing 
constants are determined by the marginals. 
Let v be the Levy measure on Ra - (0) described in Theorem I(iii) and let 
N be a Poisson random measure on [0, m) x R2 with mean measure dt x dv and 
points ((& , jk)> where jk E R2, K > I. Then N(B, t) = card{{& , jJ 1 tk < t, 
j, E B} where B is a Bore1 subset of Ra. The stable process X = (X(t), t > 0) 
has an Ito representation (cf. Ito [15, p. 1.7.71 or Gikhman and Skorohod 
[9, Chapter 5]), 
X(t) = at + IX Ml jk I > r> + l$ C iJ(l jk I E (4 Y) 
ta<t I tne I 
- E c MU it I 6 6 rk (4.13) 
tr<t 
where the limit is almost sure and uniform on compact t sets. Correspondingly, 
the characteristic function of X is 
&iS.X(d’ = exp t (ia * s) + J~,,V(eis*O - 1) v(du) 
I 
+ L<ld<~(e*s-u 
- 1 - is * u) V(dU) . 
I 
For a fixed y we assume the converging sums are centered so that a = 0. 
THEOREM 4. Let (Y,} = {Yh”, YAa’> be i.i.d. sectors in R* and let X(t) 6e 
a Ltky process with L&y measure v as in Theorem 1 (iii). The following are equiva- 
lent: there exist a:’ > 0, b, E R2 such that 
(i) (S~‘/a~“, SL2)/az’) - b, =z- X(1) in R2, 
(ii) (Sii!,/a 4’ S~~!,/a~’ - (*) b, =z- X(a) in D2 
(iii) Let Yni = (Yj’)/ay) Y:“/aF’). For aZZ A E B(R2 - (0)) such that 
v(M) = 0 v(A) < 00 we have 
fi?$ nP(Y,, E A) = v(A), (4.14) 
where v is the L&y measure of X. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and ( ii was discussed in Section 1. Assuming ) 
(iii) we will show that (ii) holds in the form 
Z,(e) = [f’ Y n* - [f' ~J{l ync I < Yl => w-1 (4.15) 
f-l i=l 
where X(-) is given by (4.13). 
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Let N, be the random measure N,(B, t) = card(Y,,, E B, k/n < t} where 
B is a measurable set in R2 0 4 B closure. With N as defined above if N,(B, t) a 
N(B, t) for each such B, t with v(aB) = 0 then N, * N (cf. Jagers [16 p. 2061). 
Now (4.14) can be written as P(Yni E A) = v(A)/n + 0(1/n) and implies 
PZ(Yni~A) = 0(1/n). Th ese together with the independence of the Y,,i are 
familiar conditions for convergence of N,(B t) to the Poisson limit. 
For 6 > 0 if v(~(x: 1 x 1 > S}) = 0, the continuous mapping theorem 
applied to the summation functional and N, D N says that 
‘fl ynil{l Y,i I 2 a> * C Ml jk: I > 81. 
i=l tr< 
Also, 
tnt1 
Fz E 1 YniN Yni I E (6 Y)) 
i=l 
= & WI EY,,l{l Yni I E (6, r>> = t j-Ets ) u+W, by (4.14). 
,Y 
We have, then, 
Since Z, --+ X almost surely, uniformly on compact t-sets as 8 4 0, we will 
have Z,( *) * X( *), defined in (4.13), (4.15), provided 
5% li:yp P(p(Z8,, , Z,) > 4 = 0 for each E > 0, 
where p is the Skorohod metric on D2 (Billingsley [l, Theorem 4.21). 
Restricting attention to D([O, 11) x D([O, 11) we have 
wzm , Zn) > 4 
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which by Kolmogorov’s inequality is 
where v5 , i = 1,2 is the Levy measure of X,(a) (cf. Feller [6, XVIIS]). Since 
slsl<- &j(dX) < 00, as 6 .J 0 the integrals go to zero and the result follows. 
For the converse, assume (ii) holds and denote its left side by Z,( *). If x E De, 
A E B(R2 - {0}), let 
Nx(A, t) = card{@, x(s) - x(3-)): s < t, x(s) - x(s-) E A}. 
By the continuous mapping theorem, if v(M) = 0 and v(A) < co, 
m&(4 1) * mv, 11, 
a Poisson random variable with mean v(A). Also, 
EiVZ,(A, 1) = nP(Yni E A) + V(A). 
Rmmk. An additional equivalent to each of (i), (ii), (iii) in Theorem 4 is 
[n-l 
gl I yni I2 I{1 Y,i I < 4 * t: I jk I2 V ik I < 4 (4.16) 
k * 
for all x > 0, i.e. at all truncations the quadratic variation of Z,(*) converges 
to that of X(e). 
The criterion in Theorem 4, (iii) simplifies, if one can take up’ = a?‘. 
This is the case when P(I Yh” I > x) - cP(I Yf’ I > x) as x + 00, where 
0 < c < co. Condition (iii) is equivalent to 
and 
& P(I YI I > m)/P(l Yl I > x) = r-m, O<U<2, (4.17) 
!E wm E * I I y, I > 4 = ~(~)/W, 274, (4.18) 
where S is given by (2.2) (Rvaceva [23], de Haan and Resnick [3]). 
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If it is not possible to take @’ = &‘, we can change variables to produce 
this effect. Define 
U,*(x) = 1 jP(Y,‘i’ > x), U&(X) = l/P(Y,(” Q -x) , x20, i= 1,2. 
If Yp) is in the domain of attraction of a stable law in RI, then 
and 
;+% P( Yy < -x)/P(l Y,cn 1 ) x) = qs = 1 - pi . 
If a:’ is a solution of P(I Yf) 1 > x) z n-1, then for x > 0, 
;+i Ui-(ayX)/n = qylx”‘. 
We take inverses and change variables to see that for x > 0, 
Let 
~~~ U;:(nX)la(,d) = (piX)l’“’ 
ii U~(nx)/af = (qiXp. 
u&4 = PiUdX) if x>O 
= -qi Vi-(-X) if x<O, i=l,2, 
and let rx = ((sign XJ x1 jl@l, (sign xs)l xs \‘/“a), 3 = Y o 7, as in Section 2. 
We can write condition (iii) of Theorem 4 as 
pi nP(( U,( ypyn, U,( Yp/n) E A) = i(A), (4.19) 
for al1 icontinuity sets A. Condition (4.17) is equivalent to the pair (4.17), 
(4.18) where Yr is replaced by (U,(Yj”), U,(Y~“‘)) and a = 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let Vi be dejned as above. Thm (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 4 
hold if and only if (II,(YF’), U,( Yr’)) satisfies (4.17) and (4.18) with o! = 1. 
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5. STOPPING A RANDOM WALK 
Let N be a stopping time for a random walk {S,} in R2. Let flK denote the 
shift operator on sequence space, (xkfl , xK+a ,...) = &(x1 , x, ,... ). Let N, = 0, 
N,=N, Nk=Nd$& + Nk-r for each k. Then {Nk - N,-, , k 2 1) are 
i.i.d. and distributed like N. Suppose N&z -+p p, a positive constant, as 
?t -+ co. Theorem 5 says that optional stopping of the random walk at N 
preserves domain of attraction criteria. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose {S,} satisfies (l.l’), equivalently (l.l), the Zimit process 
X( -) hawing property (1.2). Let N be a stopping time for {S,,}, such that N&z --+J CL. 
Then 
&n.daY, SE%.I/aY) - (*) b, * X(p*) (5.1) 
and 
(X(/At), t > 0) 2 (p’xyt) + &p, p-x(*)(t) + /5&p). 
Proof. Since the limit of N,,/n is constant, we have by Theorem 4.4 of 
Billingsley [l] that 
(Z, , NM * (X P> 
in Ds x R, where Z, is defined before (1.1’). The map $: Da x R + R2 
defined by #(X, ~1) = X(p*) is continuous. The continuous mapping Theorem 5.1 
in Billingsley [l] says 
$(Zn 3 NJ4 => WG 14 
This is the first assertion. The second assertion is (1.2). 
From Theorems 2, 3, 4 we have the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2. If 0 < 0~~ < CY~ < 2, condition (iii) of Theorem 4 implies 
fi nP(G% I n , (l) a(l) $)/a:‘) E A) = PLY(A) 
for all A E G9(R2 - (0)) such that v(M) = 0. 
Proof. In Theorem 4, condition (iii) implies (ii) which is (1.1’). By Theo- 
rem 5, (5.1) holds. In Theorem 4, condition (ii) implies (iii). Putting (4.1) 
in place of (ii), we have the Corollary, since the Levy measure of X(/A.) is /.uJ. 
COROLLARY 3. If {S,,} satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 2 then {SN,> sat@ies 
the same condition with Q repkzced by & and Ynl replaced by (@‘/a:), S$‘jaF)). 
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COROLLARY 4. If (1.1’) hoti with X = (X, , W) as in Theorem 3, then 
(S&.,/UP - (*) p, S&!&~)) * (/Pax,(~), pl’“W(*)). 
6. APPLICATIONS 
One motivation for this study of domain of attraction conditions was to 
clarify the formulation of certain questions about randomly stopped multi- 
variate random walks. Stopping times possessing duals (see Greenwood and 
Shaked [12]) define multivariate storage systems associated with the random 
walk and these can be studied using multidimensional Spitzer-Pollaczek type 
fluctuation theory introduced in Greenwood and Shaked [13]. To study the 
analogues of maxima and minima in this setting it becomes of interest to know 
what properties are possessed by the distribution of multivariate random walk 
at such stopping times. In order to ask how domain-of-attraction or asymptotic 
conditions are affected by stopping times, one first needs to know exactly 
what are the domain-of-attraction conditions, where norming may be different 
in the various components, but rotations are not allowed. In Section 4 these 
domain of attraction conditions are identified in terms analogous to those 
used in one dimension. 
Let S, be a bivariate random walk and let N = min (n > 0: S, is not in the 
(open) first quadrant). Then N has a dual, and under a variety of conditions, 
EN < co (see Greenwood and Shaked [ 131). F rom Theorem 5 and its Corollaries 
we see that S, retains any domain-of-attraction condition possessed by S, . 
In some examples of interest, EN = 00. In this case one would expect 
some orderly connection between the domain-of-attraction conditions of S, 
and of SN as was found in R1 by Cohen [2] and by Rogozin [22], when N is a 
ladder variable. Using the conditions of Section 4 and a stopping time for 
bivariate random walk possessing a dual, such as N defined above, one can 
now formulate questions similar to Cohen’s and Rogozin’s results. 
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